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September Arrivals

New to the Dynamic Energy Crystals family is 4th generation Sausalito native,
Carrie Souza. Carrie comes to us with a background in marketing coupled
with a deep love for crystals and minerals. During COVID-19 Carrie donated
her time to help increase social media engagement and expand Dynamic
Energy Crystals’s online presence to new audiences and customers. Carrie
and Luz Elena host information filled live sale events on Instagram every other
Friday & you can join in the fun by following @23magick on IG! If you’re feeling
more adventurous, please grab your mask & drop by the store to meet Carrie
in person on Thursdays for some socially distanced socializing! Welcome!

COVID19 Checklist
1.

Hand Sanitizer

2.

Face Covering

3.

Social Distancing

4.

Four person in
store maximum

This month we are excited to announce that we are carrying brand new
moldavite specimens as part of our Moldavite Power collection that also includes Moldavite
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incense, oil, and pendants. This mineral is a personal favorite of gallery owner Luz Elena. She says,
“Wearing moldavite elevates my consciousness and gives me lucid dreams.” Moldavite is a very
powerful and high vibration kind stone. It belongs to a
rare family of minerals know as tektites that are formed in

“Wearing Moldavite elevates
my consciousness and gives
me lucid dreams.”
- LUZ ELENA, OWNER

the intense heat and pressure of meteorite impacts.
Moldavite was formed millions of years ago when a large
meteoroid landed in what is now the Czech Republic.
Moldavite is unique among tektites because of its glassy
clarity and unique green color.

Regarding the Pandemic

The crystal gallery remains open every day from 10:30 6pm. We are taking measures to ensure the safety of our
customers, and would like to once again remind our clients and
customers that upon entering the gallery you are required to sanitize your
hands, wear a face covering that fully covers your nose and mouse, and
maintain a minimum distance of six feet between yourself and others. We
are only allowing four people in the gallery at any given time (excluding
our staﬀ), and ask that upon checkout you address our staﬀ from in front
of the acrylic partition that we have placed on the counter.

(Above) A Tangerose crystal
specimen of moderate size.
The luminous pink color you
observe is caused by trace
amounts of iron existing
within the crystal itself.

We thank you for observing these measures, and recommend that you continue wearing a mask
whenever you’re in public to limit the spread of COVID19.

Mineral of the Month: Tangerose Crystals
Tangerose crystals are treasured for their ability to activate passion and awaken universal,
unconditional love within the heart. Tangerose crystals have a luminous pink color enhanced with an
orange blush. Many have multiple record keeper triangles on one or more faces, distinctive
metaphysical features, and unique etched forms or tiny seed crystals that often cover one or more
sides. Most have inclusions and beautiful rainbows, and all possess a very positive, loving, and life
aﬃrming vibration. Their gentle power is perfect for healing and inner work, and they are wonderful
to carry as personal crystals

New for September: Moldavite Specimens & Crystal Wisdom posts on Instagram
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